
Wauwatosa School District Facilities Advisory Committee Meeting 
April 27, 2017 - Highlights 
 

Topic 1: 
 List of items that FAC need to determine to help finalize a 
recommendation. 
 
Topic 2: Building observation discussion 
 Mike -- 1. A lot of ADA accessibility issues 2. Temperature control issues 
3. Opportunity for something on the 3rd floor at East 4. Would like to 
understand what the annual capital improvement historical cost and future 
budget is and for what type of work for the district. 5. How does this 
compare to other districts? How compared to a newer building? 
 
Charmina  -- 1. Odors at McKinley in the lower level 2. Building issues such 
as low pipe clearance, windows being covered up, etc. 3. Would like to see 
Tosa schools the bridge to college type learning environments 4. Feels like 
Tosa is behind in having appropriate learning spaces 
 
Bob -- 1. Tosa schools is one of the drivers of economic development 2. 
The schools are the recreational centers 3. No air conditioning in many of 
the schools 4. The majority of the schools will require asbestos and other 
haz material abatement when renovations are being done. 5. Parking lot 
issues 6. Younger parents that he has spoken to want STEM type learning 
environment 7. Should not put "Band-Aids" on problems in many of the 
buildings, may be better to build new 8. Many of the elementary schools 
have poor single pane windows 9. Many of the schools sit on valuable real 
estate Question - Would like to know what was spent the last 5 years and 
planned for the next 5 yrs. in repairs and improvements. 
 
Dr. Ertl -- Menasha High School is a great example of how an older school 
can create modern learning environments. 
 
Steven-- Desire to take learning spaces tours in the next month or so 
 
 Lisa -- Cost/Benefit for repair vs replace would be beneficial to understand. 
What is a budget for a new building? 
 



Katherine -- Would be good to get feedback from students regarding the 
CPM Math classrooms. Feedback should be on the furniture and the 
curriculumn separately. 
 
Nicole -- Students like the options for different types of furniture. 
 
Ben -- Would like to see a new school programmed with classroom sizes 
and surrounding support spaces.  
 
 Action Items: 

• Provide historical cost and projected cost for improvements and 
emergency repairs. 

• Setup tours of other school district for May to see what modern 
learning environments can look like in Wauwatosa. 


